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The plague of global terrorism Is actually a global JIHAD [1]

Author(s):
Frank Gaﬀney [2]

Source Item:
The plague of global terrorism Is actually a global JIHAD [3]
Summary:
THE appalling attacks in Paris on November 13th are a brutal reminder of the danger of terrorism to the West,
mainly from Jihadist groups such as Islamic State (IS). Yet terrorism is a threat everywhere. The day before the
atrocities in Paris, two bomb blasts killed 37 people in Beirut. On November 17th a suicide bomber blew up a
market in northern Nigeria, leaving at least 36 people dead. Last year 32,700 people were killed in attacks
worldwide, nearly twice as many as in 2013. And this year the toll may turn out to be even higher.

France cancels Europe’s top flea market over jihad terror fears [4]

Source Item:
France cancels Europe’s top flea market over jihad terror fears [5]
Country:
France
News Date:
06/08/2016



Pakistan: Can Sharia and Freedom Coexist? [6]

[6]
Summary:
Pakistan is the world’s fifth largest democracy. It is also deeply influenced by Islamic law (Sharia). Can these two
traditions, Western Liberal democracy and Sharia, co-exist? If so, how? And if not, what are the consequences?
Haroon Ullah, foreign policy professor at Georgetown University, has some fascinating and sobering answers.
Saleem Taseer as an example.

1400 yrs of Islam history in a few minutes... [7]


[7]

Summary:
Islam - The Undeniable Truth - A quick lesson in the history of Islam - WS 2015 - Brigitte Gabriel.
If you want to inform yourself about what islam is, the dangers of islam, the background of islam, the goal of
islam, and why islam is DIFFERENT than any other religion, you should read this page and watch the videos on it:
http://www.islam-for-dummies.com/ [8]

Attacks on Muslims in Germany Decline as Islamic Terrorism Rises [9]

Source Item:
Attacks on Muslims in Germany Decline as Islamic Terrorism Rises [10]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
06/08/2016

Robert Spencer on why we can’t fight terror without discussing Islam [11]


[11]
Summary:
On July 29, 2016, I spoke at the National Conservative Student Conference of the Young America’s Foundation on
how the political and media elites have failed utterly to protect and inform the American people about the nature
and magnitude of the jihad threat. Yes, the video appears to have been shot through a film of gauze. No, I don’t
know why or how that happened. I hope you will be able to get something from the content anyway. If you watch,

do watch to the end, when I am confronted by a Muslim student.

Will blow up every church, kill all Christians: Boko Haram's new leader,
announced by ISIS [12]

Source Item:
Will blow up every church, kill all Christians: Boko Haram's new leader, announced by ISIS [13]
Country:
Nigeria
News Date:
05/08/2016

British donations to Christian charity World Vision were 'used to build a Hamas
military base in Gaza' [14]

Source Item:
British donations to Christian charity World Vision were 'used to build a Hamas military base in Gaza' [15]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
04/08/2016

Muslims from UK and Canada arrested over Bangladesh cafe jihad massacre [16]

Source Item:
Muslims from UK and Canada arrested over Bangladesh cafe jihad massacre [17]
Country:
Bangladesh
News Date:
04/08/2016



Martyred Priest’s Last Words to Jihadists: ‘Be Gone, Satan!’ [18]

Source Item:
Martyred Priest’s Last Words to Jihadists: ‘Be Gone, Satan!’ [19]
Country:
France
News Date:
04/08/2016

Turkey: Burqa-Clad Attackers Beat ‘Gulenist’ Pregnant Woman for ‘Revealing
Clothes’ [20]

Source Item:
Turkey: Burqa-Clad Attackers Beat ‘Gulenist’ Pregnant Woman for ‘Revealing Clothes’ [21]
Country:
Turkey
News Date:
04/08/2016

Islamic State has “fully operational branches” in 18 countries [22]

Source Item:
Islamic State has “fully operational branches” in 18 countries [23]
Country:
Syrian Arab Republic
News Date:
03/08/2016

France seeks more influence over mosques to stop jihadists [24]

Source Item:
France seeks more influence over mosques to stop jihadists [25]
Country:
France
News Date:
01/08/2016

Buses Under Attack In Europe’s Migrant Terror Areas: ‘Allahu Akhbar’ Torching,

Regular Stoning [26]

Source Item:
Buses Under Attack In Europe’s Migrant Terror Areas: ‘Allahu Akhbar’ Torching, Regular Stoning [27]
Country:
France
News Date:
03/08/2016

Racism at root of Sudan's Darfur crisis [28]

Author(s):
Makau Mutua [29]
Christian Science Monitor [30]

Source Item:
Racism at root of Sudan's Darfur crisis [31]
Summary:
The visits by US Secretary of State Colin Powell and UN Secretary-General Kofi Annan to Sudan last week gave
hope that the genocide in Darfur can be arrested before an entire people is obliterated.
But anyone - including Mr. Powell and Mr. Annan - interested in averting more tragedy there must understand
that Darfur is not an accidental apocalypse of mass slaughters, enslavement, pillage, and ethnic cleansing. The
Darfur pogrom is part of a historic continuum in which successive Arab governments have sought to entirely
destroy black Africans in this biracial nation.

Islamic State Answers Pope Francis: Ours Is a Religious War and We Hate You [32]

Source Item:
Islamic State Answers Pope Francis: Ours Is a Religious War and We Hate You [33]
Country:
Syrian Arab Republic
News Date:
02/08/2016



Islamic State - Do We Believe Obama or Mohammed? [34]

[34]
Summary:
Obama and the media tell us that Islamic State, ISIS, ISIL, has nothing to do with Islam. Well, Mohammed says
that Islamic State is pure Islam.

Switzerland to STRIP jihadis of citizenship in major terror crackdown [35]

Source Item:
Switzerland to STRIP jihadis of citizenship in major terror crackdown [36]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
29/07/2016

It is lazy to say Paris terror attacks have nothing to do with Islam, Sajid Javid says
[37]


Source Item:
It is lazy to say Paris terror attacks have nothing to do with Islam, Sajid Javid says [38]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
11/01/2015

‘Radical’ Muslim cleric tells young British Muslims it is ‘ACCEPTABLE’ to keep sex
slaves [39]

Source Item:
‘Radical’ Muslim cleric tells young British Muslims it is ‘ACCEPTABLE’ to keep sex slaves [40]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/07/2016

ISIS in America [41]


[41]
Summary:
Recorded at Center for Security Policy's National Security Group Lunch on Capitol Hill on Tuesday, December 15,
2015.
Dr. Walid Phares, Co-Secretary General, Transatlantic Parliamentary Group on Counter Terrorism (TAG); Author,
The Lost Spring: U.S. Policies in the Middle East and Catastrophes to Avoid (2014)

Yes, boys, you CAN have sex slaves: Outrage as British Muslim cleric at mosque
where Cardiff jihadis were radicalised tells teenagers that 'captives' are

permissible under Islam [42]

Source Item:
Yes, boys, you CAN have sex slaves: Outrage as British Muslim cleric at mosque where Cardiff jihadis were
radicalised tells teen [43]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/07/2016

Please stop saying the Nice attacks have nothing to do with Islam [44]

Source Item:
Please stop saying the Nice attacks have nothing to do with Islam [45]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
15/07/2016

Following ISIS Attacks, Arab Journalists Call To Acknowledge Existence Of Muslim
Extremism; Reexamine Religious Texts [46]

Author(s):
D. Hazan [47]
Memri [48]

Source Item:
Following ISIS Attacks, Arab Journalists Call To Acknowledge Existence Of Muslim Extremism; Reexamine
Religious Texts [49]
Summary:
Alongside the many articles that stressed that terrorist attackers do not represent Islam and operate out of
outside interests, there have been an increasing number of articles in the Arab media calling to acknowledge that
Islam, and the obsolete interpretations of it that are still applied today, are indeed related to the wave of global
terrorism. Writers called on Muslims to be honest and admit the existence of Muslim religious extremism instead
of blaming others, and to uproot it

UK charities that raised cash for ISIS and promoted Al-Qaeda struck off [50]


Source Item:
UK charities that raised cash for ISIS and promoted Al-Qaeda struck off [51]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
30/07/2016

The Hamas Jihad against Israel [52]


[52]
Summary:
The media does not take political Islam into account about the Hamas/Israel conflict. To understand the reality we
must view it from the standpoint of jihad.

The Real History of the Crusades [53]

Author(s):
THOMAS F. MADDEN [54]

Source Item:
The Real History of the Crusades [55]
Summary:
The crusades are quite possibly the most misunderstood event in European history. Most of what passes for public

knowledge about it is either misleading or just plain wrong

Liberal Media is in denial over Islamist Terror [56]

Author(s):
Tarek Fatah [57]

Source Item:
Liberal Media is in denial over Islamist Terror [58]
Summary:
It is troubling to read Islamist-friendly articles being published as commentary in the liberal media around the
world, from India to Indiana. Bias is one thing, but when op-eds are based on fabrication and total untruths, a line
is crossed.

German doctor's horror as patient screaming 'Allahu Akbar' threatened to behead
him [59]

Source Item:
German doctor's horror as patient screaming 'Allahu Akbar' threatened to behead him [60]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
28/07/2016

Bangladesh Genocide Archive [61]

Author(s):
Unknown [62]

Source Item:
Bangladesh Genocide Archive [63]
Summary:
“…… we were told to kill the hindus and Kafirs (non-believer in God). One day in June, we cordoned a village and
were ordered to kill the Kafirs in that area. We found all the village women reciting from the Holy Quran, and the
men holding special congregational prayers seeking God’s mercy. But they were unlucky. Our commanding officer
ordered us not to waste any time.”
Confession of a Pakistani Soldier

1971 Bangladesh genocide [64]

Author(s):
Wikipedia [65]

Source Item:
1971 Bangladesh genocide [66]
Summary:
The genocide in Bangladesh began on 26 March 1971 with the launch of Operation Searchlight [67],[5]
[68] as West Pakistan [69] began a military crackdown on the Eastern wing [70] of the nation to suppress Bengali
[71] calls for self-determination.[6] [72] During the nine-month-longBangladesh war for independence [73],
members of the Pakistani military [74] and supporting Islamist militias [75] from Jamaat e Islami killed an
estimated up to 3,000,000[4] [76][7] [77] people and raped between 200,000 and 400,000 Bangladeshi
[78] women[7] [77] in a systematic campaign ofgenocidal rape [79].[8] [80][9] [81] These actions against women
were supported by Imams and Muslim religious leaders, who declared that Bengali women were 'war booty'.[10]
[82] It

Istanbul pogrom [83]

Author(s):
WikiIslam [84]

Source Item:
Istanbul pogrom [85]

Muslims Claim Lion’s Share of Christian Victims [86]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [87]

Source Item:
Muslims Claim Lion’s Share of Christian Victims [88]



'Mere Islam' and the Munich Massacre [89]

Author(s):
Raymond Ibrahim [87]

Source Item:
'Mere Islam' and the Munich Massacre [90]

ISLAM UNDER THE SWASTIKA: The Grand Mufti and the Nazi Protectorate of
Bosnia-Hercegovina, 1941-1945 [91]

Author(s):
Carl K. Savich [92]

Source Item:
ISLAM UNDER THE SWASTIKA: The Grand Mufti and the Nazi Protectorate of Bosnia-Hercegovina, 1941-1945
[93]

The Role of the SS Handschar division in Yugoslavia's Holocaust [94]

Author(s):
Seán Mac Mathúna [95]
John Heathcote [96]
Themistocles Hoetis [97]
Allen Hougland [98]

Source Item:
The Role of the SS Handschar division in Yugoslavia's Holocaust [99]

Commemorating the 1933 Semele massacre against Iraqi Christians [100]

Author(s):
Barnabas Fund [101]

Source Item:
Commemorating the 1933 Semele massacre against Iraqi Christians [102]



Simele massacre [103]

Author(s):
Wikipedia [65]

Source Item:
Simele massacre [104]

The Assyrian Genocide of 1915 [105]

Author(s):
Professor David Gaunt [106]

Source Item:
The Assyrian Genocide of 1915 [107]

Assyrian genocide [108]

Author(s):
Wikipedia [65]

Source Item:
Assyrian genocide [109]

Armenian Genocide 1915-1923 [110]

Author(s):
Unknown [62]

Source Item:
Armenian Genocide 1915-1923 [111]

Young Muslims Threaten Nudist Bathers With ‘Extermination’ [112]

Source Item:
Young Muslims Threaten Nudist Bathers With ‘Extermination’ [113]
Country:
Germany

News Date:
26/07/2016

A prisoner of Val-de-Reuil (Eure) injures a supervisor and threatens to do worse
than the attack in Nice [114]

Source Item:
A prisoner of Val-de-Reuil (Eure) injures a supervisor and threatens to do worse than the attack in Nice [115]
Country:
France
News Date:
26/07/2016

‘ISIS Supporters’ Cry ‘Allahu Akbar’ at Memorial To Munich Shooting Victims [116]

Source Item:
‘ISIS Supporters’ Cry ‘Allahu Akbar’ at Memorial To Munich Shooting Victims [117]
Country:
Germany
News Date:
26/07/2016

'They are all enemies, their hearts are black': Australian Islamic extremist delivers
hate speech calling for 'armies of jihad' to conquer Europe and America so 'the
word of Allah will reign supreme' [118]

Source Item:
'They are all enemies, their hearts are black': Australian Islamic extremist delivers hate speech calling for 'armies
of jihad' [119]
Country:
Australia
News Date:
14/04/2016

Pakistani 'hate preacher' who glorifies Islamist murder welcomed by Archbishop of
Canterbury [120]


Source Item:
Pakistani 'hate preacher' who glorifies Islamist murder welcomed by Archbishop of Canterbury [121]
Country:
United Kingdom (UK)
News Date:
21/07/2016

The Genocide of the Greeks of Asia Minor, Pontos, and Eastern Thrace, 1912–1923
[122]



[122]
Source Item:
The Genocide of the Greeks of Asia Minor, Pontos, and Eastern Thrace, 1912–1923 [123]
Author(s):
George N. Shirinian [124]

A Brief History of the Ottoman Greek Genocide (1914-1923) [125]


[125]
Source Item:
A Brief History of the Ottoman Greek Genocide (1914-1923) [126]
Author(s):
Hellenic Research Centre [127]

Armenian & Greek Genocide by Turkish Muslims against Christians [128]

Author(s):
Steve Keohane [129]
Bible Probe [130]

Source Item:
Armenian & Greek Genocide by Turkish Muslims against Christians [131]

Massacres of Diyarbakır (1895) [132]

Author(s):
Wikipedia [65]

Source Item:
Massacres of Diyarbakır (1895) [133]
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